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and without consideration of K_alpha effect
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ABSTRACT: From the mechanical point of view on the liquefaction related deformation of
structures, K_alpha (Kα) effect, the effect of initial static shear stress, may have a significant
impact on the magnitude of liquefaction-induced deformation. To confirm this, the authors
examined the Kα effect on earthquake induced deformation of a quay wall via an effectivestress based FEM (FLIP ROSE with cocktail glass model). Parameter calibration results with/
without considering the effect of initial shear stress on the behavior of soil (Kα effect) is used.
The results indicate that the Kα effect was not significant in the example case, which has the
relatively low level of initial static shear.

1 INTRODUCTION
As a tool of seismic performance verification in PBD, various types of effective stress model
has been proposed (i.e., Dafalias and Manzari 2004; Boulanger and Ziotopoulou 2015, Fukutake 1990; Iai et al. 1992; Iai et al. 2011). Some of them are implemented in 2D or 3D/FEM or
FDM, and they work very well in design practice.
However, the appropriateness of the analytical results depends on not only the soil-constitutive model but the model parameters. And the parameter determination procedure is quite
dependent on the available resources of soil test.
In practice, the in-situ information should be referred as much as possible. It is very important for parameters with physical meaning. For example, internal friction angle shall be determined by CD tests or CU tests with pore water pressure measurement (CUB or CUpp) of
undisturbed samples. Shear modulus shall be determined shear wave velocity measurement
(PS logging) results. Some examples of these parameter determination procedure are indicated
in seismic design examples (PIANC, 2002; ISO, 2005; ISO 2014).
On the other hand, there are different type of parameters, which have no apparent physical
meaning. For example, the parameters controlling the dilatancy characteristics are quite
model-dependent. Although these parameters may have the conceptual background, there is
no explicit procedure to determine the value of the parameters. In practice, practitioners often
conduct the trial-and-error fitting process to obtain the appropriate value for these parameters. Liquefaction resistance curves are often used as the target of trial-and-error to obtain
the parameters for dilatancy.
The problem in practice is the case when there is not enough information as the target of
latter type of parameter determination. For example, from the mechanical point of view on
the liquefaction related deformation of structures, Kα effect (effect of initial static shear on
liquefaction resistance: Kα effect, hereafter) may have a significant impact on the level of
induced deformation. However, we have only limited knowledge on the Kα effect. Although
some test data are available (i.e., Boulanger, 2003), the possible combination of the direction
of initial shear stress and the direction of cyclic shear stress make the soil behavior quite
complicated.
In this study, the authors examined the Kα effect on earthquake induced deformation of
a quay wall via an effective-stress based FEM (FLIP ROSE with cocktail glass model)
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(Iai. et al., 2011). Parameter calibration results with/without considering the effect of initial
shear stress on the behavior of soil (Kα effect) is used.
2 MODEL AND PARAMETER DETERMINATION
2.1 Cocktail glass model
FLIP series (Iai et al., 1992; Iai et al., 2011) is one of the standard effective stress analysis program used in practice. The application of these program in PBD is illustrated in some design
example (PIANC, 2002; ISO, 2005; ISO 2014). The cocktail glass model is the recent advanced
model in FLIP.
In the cocktail glass model, dilatancy is given as the sum of contractive part and dilative
part. Increment of contractive part of dilatancy is given by strain increment in multiple shear
mechanism, and dilative part of dilatancy is given by the current shear strain in arbitrary direction. The value of dilative part of dilatancy were determined so as to make no work under
shear. As a result, the void ratio decreases from the initial value to a possible limiting value,
but the current void ratio of the soil element depend on the current strain level. Thus the trace
of the variation of void ratio looks like a cocktail glass. In order to control the variation of
void ratio, many numerical parameters are implemented. The details of the model and the
meaning of parameters is in the reference (Iai et al., 2011).
2.2 Parameter determination procedure
In practice, the in-situ information should be referenced as much as possible. It is very important to have parameters with physical meaning.
On the other hand, there are different types of parameters, which have no apparent physical
meaning. For example, the parameters controlling the dilatancy characteristics are quite modeldependent. Although these parameters may have a conceptual background, there is no explicit
procedure to determine the value of the parameters. In practice, practitioners often conduct the
trial-and-error fitting process to obtain the appropriate value for these parameters. Liquefaction
resistance curves are often used as the target of trial-and-error to obtain the parameters for
dilatancy. In this case, cyclic tests were simulated in the program as shown in Figure 1, to
obtain the computed liquefaction resistance curves (i.e., Ichii and Murakami, 2017).
In addition, the strain accumulation rate along the cyclic loading depends on the densities,
fine contents, and confining stress on the specimen. For example, loose clean sand shows a
typical liquefaction behavior, and the observed strain suddenly increase when the number of
loading reach a certain level. The feature of strain accumulation is also a target in the parameter determination (Mikami et al., 2012).
2.3 Parameters with and without the consideration of Kα effect
Liquefaction resistance of a soil layer can be estimated from in-situ SPT blow count, overburden stress at the soil layer, and fine contents of the soil layer. For example, in Japanese design
code of buildings, the liquefaction resistance of the soil layer is given from the SPT blow
count corrected as 98 kPa overburden stress and fine contents (Yoshimi, 1991). Thus, the
target of the parameter determination by trial-and-error procedure can be set for the combination of N blow count (corrected as the number at 98 kPa overburden stress) and fine contents. (Morita et al., 1997)
The Kα effect (effect of initial static shear on liquefaction resistance) may have a significant
impact on the level of induced deformation. This is because the most of the soil layer close to
structure is under static shear stress, and liquefaction resistance varied with the condition of
initial static shear stress. For loose sand, liquefaction resistance decreases with the increase of
initial static stress. On the other hand, for dense sand, liquefaction resistance increases with
the increase of initial static stress. Thus, the target of liquefaction resistance shall be not only
for the shearing process for isotropic consolidated specimen, but also the shearing process of
the specimen under initial static shear.
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Figure 1.

Liquefaction test simulation procedure.

Figure 2. Calibrated parameter rγ
dependent on the relative density

Following a summary of Kα effect (Boulanger, 2003), a parameter set with considering the
Kα effect is calibrated. Figure 2 shows how rγ (a parameter controlling dilatancy) varies with
relative density of the soil. Here, the meaning of the parameter rγ is as follows. The stress path
cannot reach the intended limit line (upper limit of stress ratio for contractive component of
dilatancy) during cyclic shear under anisotropic condition. Then, rγ is used to scale the maximum shear strain. Referring the maximum shear strain multiplied by rγ specified here, stress
ratio is evaluated smaller (that means stress path is deemed to approach the failure line
slowly) for rγ < 1.0. Therefore, contractive dilatancy increment are evaluated larger, in the
scheme of the reduction factor of contractive dilatancy increment around the stress state close
to the intended limit line. Accordingly, stress path tends to come close to the limit line and
shear strain does increase for rγ < 1.0.
With this variation of the parameter, liquefaction resistance changes with the relative density as shown in Figure 3. With these values in the parameter rγ, the overall tendency on Kα
effect in simulation roughly agree with the summary by Boulanger, 2003 (For simple shear
test, CRR for shear strain 3 %, 10 cycles in loading).
If the parameter rγ is fixed as a constant value, Kα effect is difficult to be simulated. In this
case, the overall tendency on Kα effect in simulation is shown in Figure 4. Note, the other
parameters are re-calibrated to obtain the agreement with the liquefaction resistance in the
case without initial static shear. The summary of parameters for the case without fine contents
is shown in Table 1. Here, the meaning of the parameters are as follows; rεdc: parameter controlling contractive component of dilatancy, rεdc: parameter controlling both dilative and contractive components of dilatancy, q2: parameter controlling final phase of contractive
component of dilatancy, c1: parameter controlling elastic range for contractive component of
dilatancy, εcm: limit of contractive component of dilatancy. Please refer the reference (Iai
et al., 2011) for the detailed meaning of these parameters.

Figure 3. Kα effect in simulation with variation of rγ (For simple shear test, CRR for shear strain 3 %,
10 cycles in loading)
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Figure 4. Kα effect in simulation without variation of rγ (For simple shear test, CRR for shear strain 3
%, 10 cycles in loading)

Table 1. Summary of parameters for dilatancy with/without considering K_alpha (Kα) effect
SPT N blow count
(σv’=98 kPa)

5

10

15

20

25

With consideration of Kα effect

rγ: 0.132
rεdc: 25
rεd: 0.10
q2: 1.5
c1: 1.0
εcm: 0.14

0.492
14
0.12
1.5
1.5
0.111

0.81
8
0.15
1.7
2.1
0.087

0.964
4
0.19
1.8
3.0
0.065

1.0
4
0.2
2.0
3.0
0.046

Without consideration of Kα effect

rγ: 0.15
rεdc: 40
rεd: 0.10
q2: 1.5
c1: 1.3
εcm: 0.14

0.15
10
0.12
1.5
1.4
0.111

0.15
3.5
0.15
1.7
1.5
0.087

0.15
1.1
0.19
2.0
1.7
0.065

0.15
1.1
0.20
2.0
1.7
0.046

* Some other parameters are common: ϕp=28, q1=q4=1.0, s1=0.005, rk=0.1, rrmtmp=0.5, I865SW=0

3 EFFECT ON EARTHQUAKE INDUCED DEFORMATION
3.1 Target of computation
As the target of computation with/without consideration of Kα effect, a gravity type quay wall
(caisson type quay wall) shown was used. The Kobe earthquake motion shown in Figure 5 was
used as the input motion. Figure 6 is an example of the computed deformation of the quay wall.
The deformation pattern agreed with the observation at 1995 Kobe earthquake disaster.
The deformation mechanism of caisson type quay wall has been investigated (Iai et al.,
1990). In short, the soil at the foundation of the caisson is under static initial shear, and its
behavior is the key of the stability of caisson wall.
3.2 Displacement at the top of the caisson wall
The computed displacement at the top of the caisson wall is summarized in Figure 7. Ignoring
the deformation related to the dissipation of pore water pressure, the displacement at the end
of input motion (20 seconds in Figure 5) are compared.
As shown in Figure 7, the overall tendency computed of displacements, such as the decrease
of displacement with increase of N blow count, are the same. Although there are slight
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Figure 5.

Input motions used in this study (Kobe Port Island GL-32m)

Figure 6.

An example of computed result, and the deformation at the top of the caisson

Figure 7.

Computed displacements (Horizontal displacement toward sea side: left, Settlement: right)

difference both in horizontal displacement and settlement, 2 cases with/without consideration
of Kα effect agrees very well.
Note the observed variation is quite large for the cases with loose sand (N blow count of 5).
This is because the extreme loose sand cases in the parametric study is not realistic situation, i.
e. the strength of the extreme loose sand such as N blow count of 5 is not enough to sustain
the weight of heavy caisson wall. The results of these unrealistic cases are shown here just for
the reference of the parametric study results.

4 DISCUSSION
The parametric study mentioned above reveals that the difference in 2 cases with/without consideration of Kα effect is not significant. The possible reasons are as follows.
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Figure 8.

Comparison of soil behavior under low initial static shear in the parameter sets used.

First, in this example case, the deformation of the soil was observed in wide area. And most
of the soil element in these deformed area is not under the high initial static shear stress.
Therefore, for these soil element, the consideration of Kα effect has no significant difference
on the soil behavior.
Second, the calibrated parameter with/without consideration of Kα effect has no big difference in the soil behavior with low initial static shear, as shown in Figure 8. This may be related
to the level of parameter fitting, and more detailed adjustment to the test results may lead to
more difference in the cases. This is remained for future study.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the authors examined the Kα effect on earthquake induced deformation of a
quay wall via an effective-stress based FEM (FLIP ROSE with cocktail glass model). Parameter calibration results with/without considering the effect of initial shear stress on the behavior of soil (Kα effect) is used. The results indicate that the Kα effect was not significant in the
example case, which has the relatively low level of initial static shear.
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